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Summary 

From Amazon: What do Google, Snapchat, Tinder, Amazon, and Uber have in common, besides soaring 
market share? They're platforms - a new business model that has quietly become the only game in 
town, creating vast fortunes for its founders while dominating everyone's daily life. A platform, by 
definition, creates value by facilitating an exchange between two or more interdependent groups. So, 
rather that making things, they simply connect people. 

The Internet today is awash in platforms - Facebook is responsible for nearly 25 percent of total Web 
visits, and the Google platform crash in 2013 took about 40 percent of Internet traffic with it. 
Representing the ten most trafficked sites in the U.S., platforms are also prominent over the globe; in 
China, they hold the top eight spots in web traffic rankings. 

The advent of mobile computing and its ubiquitous connectivity have forever altered how we interact 
with each other, melding the digital and physical worlds and blurring distinctions between "offline" and 
"online." These platform giants are expanding their influence from the digital world to the whole 
economy. Yet, few people truly grasp the radical structural shifts of the last ten years. In Modern 
Monopolies, Alex Moazed and Nicholas L. Johnson tell the definitive story of what has changed, what it 
means for businesses today, and how managers, entrepreneurs, and business owners can adapt and 
thrive in this new era. 
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Chapter 1: The Basics  

 

Lesson 1: What Is? 

Platform: A business model built around facilitating an exchange versus physical manufacturing.  

Two types of platforms: 

1: Exchange Platform – Solely handles the exchange. 

2: Maker Platform – Handles the exchange and creates complementary products. Facebook with 

it’s development apps such as Farmville.  

  - This is key driver to growth  

 

Transaction: The way a platform creates value, also called a platform’s “core activity”, or the platforms 

“factory”. For Facebook this is connecting. Pre-Facebook this was the process of meeting someone and 

taking down their number, remembering their name, everything that goes with connection. Facebook 

recognized this “core activity”, and built their platform around that. Just as Toyota produces cars, 

Facebook produces connections. 

 

Matching Intention: The max number of units a producer can exchange. Think of as the leading KPI (Key 

Performance Indicator) for exchange, measured through the ratio product: unit’s exchanged. For 

example, Youtube has a 1:infinite exchange because one video can reach infinite numbers of people.  

 

Liquidity: Excess capacity of value. Will discuss further.  

 

Chapter 2: The Drivers 

 

Lesson 1: What is Value? 

Value= Allocation of resources 

Before the coming energy/communication/production matrix, resources were allocated optimally 

through vertical integration. Economies of scale were the primary competitive advantage, and it was 

because the world was round and information was asymmetrical. Asymmetrical meaning there wasn’t 

one horizontal source for all information. My favorite example is buying a car. Pre-internet unless you 

physically drove to every dealership, you relied on the salesman or woman to provide the knowledge. 
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With the internet now every information source (price, quality) is available, and the information is 

symmetrical for everyone.  

 

Now value is optimally allocated through loosely organized communities substituting for entire 

businesses. The authors highlight the encyclopedia industries and the rise of Wikipedia totally replacing 

a once strong business model. 

 

Lesson 2: Why Now 

So Why Now? 

1: Democratization of processing power which results in “producers of value on a whole new scale” 

2: Declining cost of communication with little barriers to entry, replacing necessary capital advantages 

with trust advantages. 

3: Rise of ubiquitous connectivity and sensors.  

4: Growing returns to scale on data analysis.  

 

This creates the following opportunities/strategies: 

 Co-creation  

 Firms as “centers of exchange” rather than producers. 

 Resource allocation towards infrastructure and tools to create a network. 

 

Chapter 3: Strategy 

 

Lesson 1: The New Moat 

The future of moats, that is a sustainable competitive advantage, lies in the strength of a network. There 

are two main reasons: 

 1: Network Value increases exponentially as it grows due to the network effect below.  

 2: Network Effect means the behavior of one customer has direct impact on value for next 

customer.  
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Lesson 2: Growth, Growth, Growth 

The goal of a platform is growth, growth, growth due to critical mass. 

 Critical Mass: Point at which value exceeds participation cost. 

 

Chapter 4: Winner Take All 

Disclaimer:I don’t agree with this to the full extent. For most cases yes, but in my experience and my 

prediction going forward, I believe networks can vary in degrees of trust, with high trust networks not 

maintaining a winner takes all environment. (I could and probably am totally wrong!!) 

 

Lesson 1: Inverse Traditional Cost Behavior 

Winner takes all because there is scalability with no ceiling, in fact as the network grows so do margins.  

 

Lesson 2: Stickiness 

One main key is the incentive’s not to switch, or what we could call “stickiness”. To learn more, look to 

my book summary Nir Eyal, Hooked. 

 

 

Chapter 5: The New Value Chain 

 

Lesson 1: Storyboarding 

The success of a network is directly related to your ability to understand and empathize with both user’s 

journey. In innovation consulting they call this the “journey map”.  

 

Lesson 2: Value Ecosystem 

The authors propose adapting our thinking from value chain to value ecosystem. 

With this new view comes an adapted view of what happens in the new type of “factory”. They propose 

these four actions: 

1: Create: A producer creates value or makes it available to be consumed through the platform 

(inventory).  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56b8be1227d4bda9ae42b4ca/t/579a98176a49638f9c83ff6d/1469749273804/Nir+Eyal%2C+Hooked.pdf
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2: Connect: One user takes action to exchange with another user. 

3: Consume: Once consumers have the right match, they consume the value. 

4: Compensate: Consumers create value for the producer in what they’ve created. Think 

Facebook like, or LinkedIn share. 

 

Chapter 6: Growing/Maintaining Your Platform 

 

Lesson 1: Growth = Liquidity 

Liquidity is the overlap in supply and demand. Think of it as the extra demand or extra supply in a 

platform. For example, the amount of people ordering an uber above capacity. 

For a platform to be at max efficiency, there must be high liquidity. For data geeks, this means extra 

velocity. For marketing geeks this means excess consumers.  

What’s the real secret? Something called the Traveling Salesmen Advantage. Traditional businesses can 

only grow as fast as their salesmen can travel. With a platform, this salesmen is a click away. 

The authors refer to this as the magic and it’s success is a result of the matching algorithm. 

According to the authors, a matching algorithm involves “using data to identify the key product 

characteristics that will matter to each user group.” 

Marketing Hint: What’s an easy way to instead of generating traffic, direct traffic? Basically a “detour” to 

your platform? Find out in my summary of Russell Brunson’s DotComSecrets here. 

  

Lesson 2: Mayor of the Community 

What’s a sure fire way to let your platform collapse in itself? Let anonymous nomads wreak havoc on 

your site with no rules or regulations. 

The authors use Myspace and Chatroullete to show what for lack of better words, shit traffic does to 

your platform. Thus you must provide structure through remembering this golden rule: 

Provide structuring, incentives, and disincentives to enforce UVP.  

For example, Facebook made everyone have their real identity.  

The key is this, you’re platform is a result of the quality, NOT quantity of your community.  

 

 

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56b8be1227d4bda9ae42b4ca/t/579a9a92e4fcb5488200f2ec/1469749908146/Russel+Brunson%2C+Dot+Com+Secrets.pdf
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Lesson 3: Empathy 

The mindset of business is entering a brand new vortex. Out are the days of cut-throat Vin Diesel like 

business men, screwing grandma’s while they chew Red and drive away in big trucks.  

In are the days of empathy, or as the authors call it, sociological insight. 

This shift brings on the importance of one key characteristic, empathy. To learn more about this, check 

out my book summary on Daniel Pink’s book From Selling to Moving here.  

 

Lesson 4: Pull Innovation 

Gone are also the days of waterfall development. In it’s shoes are an agile mindset based off mitigating 

uncertainty instead of buying your way out of it. To learn about this Agile Mindset, click here.  

 

Lesson 5: Bundling 

With this agile mindset comes the disruptive force of unbundling. This means it’s not the raw software, 

but the combination and collection of software’s that is amassing value. 

For example, Uber is a group of existing technologies/software. The power is in the understanding of 

what’s happening outside the software and integrating technological capabilities with these 

transactions.  

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7: Community Characteristics 

 

Lesson 1: What’s a Network Effect? 

A network effect is the exponential growth due to the inherent virality and lack of cost limitations. It’s 

process is as below.  

This effect is also called Metcalfe’s Law, which states the value of a network is the square of number of 

user’s connected, which as an equation states Value=n^2.  

 

 

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56b8be1227d4bda9ae42b4ca/t/57ab466837c581cbe1b38c86/1470842474082/Daniel+Pink%2C+To+Sell+Is+Human+Executive+Summary.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56b8be1227d4bda9ae42b4ca/t/5806dc7d197aeafadf7fae37/1476844671624/startUP+not+startDOWN.pdf
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Lesson 2: Quantity over Quality 

Touching on what we brought up in the last chapter, the author’s retouch on the importance of quality 

users. They say, “not every potential connection in a network is a relevant one”. 

 

Lesson 3: Exclusive 

We learn of the power of exclusivity and it’s ability to create “pull liquidity”. This just means allowing 

your users to “pull” the liquidity instead of you forcing it.  

For Facebook, they waited until 20% of the student body was on a waitlist until they launched.  

 

Lesson 4: Surround, Surround 

Remember the detour marketing tip above? The authors explain this strategy when discussing the 

importance of creating network effects from network’s surrounding target market.  

 

Lesson 5: Density 

What’s the ultimate indicator/goal of a great community? Density. The authors refer to this as local 

transactions with high overlap.  

 

Lesson 6: Understand the Offline 

If you’ve read enough of my content you know by now I keep saying offline to online. The authors 

confirm this as they teach us how the power of a network is it’s ability to extend an already existing real 

world relationship to online.  
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Chapter 8: Where to Look 

 

Lesson 1: Automation and Algorithms 

Where should you be looking?  

The authors say transactions that can be automated and run by algorithms. I interned at Ernst and 

Young, a big 4 accounting firm, and look at auditing as the textbook example of something that can be 

automated and replaced by algorithms. If you want to read further look up Tick and Tying. It could be 

renamed automating and algorithizing. 

 

Lesson 2: Offline to Online 

There it is again! Look for things that are a pain in the ass and can be replicated and done more 

efficiently online.  

 

Lesson 3: The Underserved/Underused  

One enormous opportunity is bringing unused supply into a formal community or marketplace. Think 

sites like Upwork or Fiverr, who allow formerly unused supplies of freelancers a platform to strut their 

stuff.  

 

 

 

 

 

Like What You See? To learn more check 

this out! 
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